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General Info 
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Project Abstract 

For Laparoscopic Surgery and with a focus on 

Visceral Surgery we search for new methods to 

localize the endoscopic camera. In our setup we 

equip the laparoscope with an inertial 

measurement unit (IMU) sensor and an infrared (IR) 

tracking target. The use of the IR camera is however 

linked with a massive change in the workflow in the 

operating room. The IR tracking is therefore only 

used as a ground truth for evaluating the developed 

methods. Furthermore, the camera is equipped 

with already calibrated stereoscopic lenses, which 

can be used for depth reconstruction of the seen. 

We aim to combine the classic feature point-based 

SLAM algorithms with the IMU readings. Right now, 

we already implemented a visual odometry 

algorithm based on lucas kanade feature tracks and 

IMU measurements. For loop closure and 

relocalizing the camera (kidnapped robot problem) 

we need feature descriptor matches of 

nonconsecutive frames. 

Background and Motivation 

As the computationally demanding feature point 

matching based on descriptors cannot be done by a 

brute force method in order to solve the kidnapped 

robot problem, we aim to use the renown bag of 

words (BoW) environment recognition method. 

First tests showed that the publicly available 

vocabularies for binary feature descriptors cannot 

be used for our image data of the laparoscopic 

view. Furthermore we can exploit the fact, that in 

visceral surgery, using the trocar entry point, we 

have only 4 instead of 6 degrees of freedom, three 

of which (the orientation) we can already compute 

(although not driftfree) using the imu sensor board.  

Student’s Tasks Description 

The student will at first learn about the existing 

image processing pipeline, which already computes 

feature points and its descriptors for each image 

pair and localizes the camera based on lucas kanade 

feature tracks. 

Secondly the student reimplements the bow 

feature matching method in order to understand 

how it works and at the same time reads the most 

important papers. 

Thirdly the student conducts research on whether 

the method fails because of the loaded vocabulary 

(by building a new one specially designed for our 

datasets). As a next step the search space for 

matching images can be reduced by preknowledge 

about the orientation of the laparoscope. 

The last step is an evaluation of the algorithm by 

testing on unseen data and/or an integration into 

the already existing real-time Gstreamer pipeline 

with MQTT interface for sensor measurements. 

Technical Prerequisites 

• C++, Linux, Computer Vision (Stereo 

Reconstruction, Feature Descriptors), 

Linear Algebra 
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